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Abstract
Poliomyelitis is a disease which began to appear in epidemic proportions in the late 19th century, paradoxically, just at the time
when living conditions and developments in health were transforming enormously for the better. We present a simple age-class
model that explains this ‘‘disease of development’’ as a threshold phenomenon. Epidemics arise when improved conditions in
hygiene are able to reduce disease transmission of polio amongst children below a critical threshold level. This generates a large
susceptible adult population in which, under appropriate conditions, epidemics can propagate. The polio model is analysed in terms
of its bifurcation properties and in terms of its non-equilibrium outbreak dynamics.
r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
‘‘Poliomyelitis’’ is an epidemiological disease that has
accompanied humankind throughout history. The earliest identiﬁable reference to paralytic poliomyelitis is an
Egyptian stone engraving that dates back to more than
3500 years ago, and depicts a crippled young man,
apparently a priest, with all the characteristic features of
polio (Paul, 1971). The name itself is derived from the
Greek words ‘‘polios’’, or grey (referring to the grey
matter of the nervous system) and ‘‘myelos’’ for marrow
(referring to the myelin sheath membrane that surrounds the spinal cord) (Thomas and Robbins, 1997).
Polio is also a prominent example of what is now
referred to as a disease of development (Miller and Gay,
1997; Krause, 1998; Sutter et al., 1999). This is because
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, during a period
of intense industrial development, social revolution and
increased hygiene, there was a large increase of
poliomyelitis with epidemics of a scale never seen
previously (Figs. 1 and 2).
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Poliomyelitis is caused by poliovirus, which invades
local lymphoid tissue and enters the blood stream.
Poliovirus enters through the mouth, attaches to
receptors on the epithelium of the throat and intestine,
and replicates inside these cells. Polioviruses are spread
directly or indirectly from person to person by droplets
or aerosols and by fecal contamination of hands, eating
utensils, milk, food and water (Dowdle and Birmingham, 1997). Exposure to poliomyelitis results in one of
the following consequences: inapparent infection without symptoms (72% of people), minor illness (24%),
non-paralytical poliomyelitis (4%) or paralytic poliomyelitis (o1%) (Sutter et al., 1999). Paralytic poliomyelitis is a severe form of the disease which occurs
when a systemic infection moves to the central nervous
system (CNS) and destroys neuronal cells. Although the
paralytic form is an infrequent manifestation of polio,
obviously a large-scale outbreak of the disease with tens
of thousands of polio cases, can give rise to a large
number of paralytic cases.
There is no simple all-encompassing theory that is
capable of explaining the history and dynamics of polio
epidemics. The best known theory is based on the
somewhat controversial observation that the ratio of
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Fig. 1. Number of reported polio incidence cases (mainly paralytic) per year in United State from 1890 to 1916 (adapted from Nathanson and
Martin, 1979).
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Fig. 2. Number of reported polio incidence cases (mainly paralytic) per year in United State from 1920 to 1962 (adapted from Sutter et al., 1999).

paralytic cases to the total number of infectives (case:infection ratio) increases with age (Nathanson and
Martin, 1979; Miller and Gay, 1997). Thus age tends
to increase the dangers of poliomyelitis, with adults
more likely to be paralyzed or killed by the virus than
children. Before the developments associated with the
20th century, almost all children were exposed to
poliovirus during infancy, largely due to poor sanitation
conditions. Sewage entered watersheds without treatment transporting the polio virus into rivers, lakes,
streams and thus direct into the water supplies.
Indirectly, polio virus passed through the food chain
and could be traced even in milk supplies. Due to the
low case:infection ratio of infants, and due to protection
from transplacentally acquired maternal antibodies,
paralysis was rare amongst young children, although
the disease itself was endemic. Because of their exposure
to polio at an early age, infected infants acquired
immunity to the disease thereby protecting them in
later life.

The transformation of poliomyelitis from endemic to
epidemic occurred, paradoxically, just at the time of
major hygienic improvements in the late 19th century.
This period saw developments in technologies such as
waste disposal, widespread use of indoor plumbing, and
careful separation of sewage from drinking water.
Improvements in sanitation reduced the transmissibility
of the disease. As such, children were no longer exposed
to the polio virus at an early age, and thus remained
susceptible to the disease as older children or even
adults. The average age of ﬁrst-infection in the United
States population was less than 5 years in mid 19th
century to early 20th century (Sutter et al., 1999), and is
likely to have been under 2 years of age similar to the
situation in many developing countries (Sutter et al.,
1999; Melnick, 1994). By the 1940s the average age
increased to 9 years (Sutter et al., 1999). The increase in
the average age of infection led to a large and growing
pool of older unprotected susceptible individuals—the
perfect setting for epidemics to ignite. As the
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May, 1991; Ranta et al., 2001), to our knowledge no
model has successfully explained the effect seen in Figs.
1 and 2 as a threshold phenomenon, as is attempted
here. An interesting model of Coleman et al. (2001)
shows that endemic infection rates can paradoxically
increase with increasing disease control measures
(analogous to sanitation here) as a result of the
population’s age structure. However, Coleman et al.
(2001) do not attempt to explain the non-equilibrium
outbreak dynamics. Our goal is to build a model taking
into consideration previous theories, to explain these
sudden and dramatic peaks in paralytic cases.

case:infection ratio is larger in higher age brackets of the
population (no longer protected by maternal antibodies), this further increased incidences of paralytic polio.
In the late 19th century and early 20th century,
epidemics occurred in industrial countries, such as
Sweden, Norway, and the United States. The three
largest poliomyelitis outbreaks of that period occurred
in Vermont in 1894 (132 cases), Sweden in 1905 (1031
cases) and New York in 1916 (9000 cases). Fig. 1
illustrates the sudden increased number of paralytic
poliomyelitis cases at the beginning of 20th century in
the United States. The incidence of polio rose steadily in
the 1940s in developed nations peaking in the 1950s
(Fig. 2). The worst recorded polio epidemic in US
occurred in 1952 with 57 628 cases reported (Sutter et
al., 1999). Two factors are considered responsible for
this large-scale epidemic. Firstly, during Word War II,
50 million soldiers worldwide left their homes to be sent
overseas. Many of these soldiers, nearly all susceptible
to polio, traveled to developing countries where polio
was endemic (Paul, 1971; Krause, 1998). Western
soldiers became victims of domestic sanitary conditions
and subsequently developed paralytic poliomyelitis.
Secondly, at the same time, the western population
increased drastically due to a post-war baby boom, thus
creating an increased pool of susceptibles. Finally, that
paralytic poliomyelitis became more prominent in
developed countries is made clear in Fig. 3. Keeping
in mind that developing countries are associated
with higher infant mortality rates, the graph shows
that countries with lower mortality rates generally
have higher numbers of polio cases (per million
population).
Although there have been numerous attempts at
modeling the population dynamics of poliomyelitis
(Hillis, 1979; Cvjetanovic et al., 1982; Anderson and

2. Two class age-structured epidemic model
We use the classical age-structured mathematical
model of Schenzle (1984) as a framework for studying
‘‘diseases of development’’, with poliomyelitis taken as a
particular case-study. The model considers a constant
population having a ﬁxed number of host individuals N,
each belonging to only one of four different possible
groups: susceptible (S), exposed (E), infected (I) and
recovered (R). When exposed to the infection, susceptible individuals are transferred to the exposed group
and remain for a latent period of 3–6 days (Sutter et al.,
1999) after which they pass directly to the infectious
group. Infected individuals here include those with
minor and major illness, as well as paralytic poliomyelitis, and the infectious period can last as long as 20 days
(WHO, 1993). Upon recovery from the infection,
individuals join the recovered group. The transfer
between the different groups may be notated in the
following short form:
S ! E ! I ! R.
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Fig. 3. A comparison of infant mortality rates and the incidence of paralytic poliomyelitis in different countries in the beginning of 1950s (adapted
from Paul, 1971). Horizontal axis gives infant mortality per 1.000 live births. Vertical axis gives poliomyelitis cases per million of the population.
Countries are assigned the following numbers: (1) Egypt; (2) Chile; (3) Algeria; (4) Yugoslavia; (5) Mexico; (6) Portugal; (7) Colombia; ( 8) Italy;
(9) Argentina; (10) Spain; (11) France; (12) Germany; (13) Uruguay; (14) Canada; (15) England and Wales; (16) Denmark; (17) USA; (18) Australia;
(19) Sweden.
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To simplify the modeling task, we assume that the
exposed group has little impact on the dynamics due to
the relatively short incubation period of the disease (3–6
days) and can be ignored. In the case of polio, the
exposed period is particularly short because the virus is
often found in the pharynx and/or the stool whereupon
an exposed individual may immediately infect other
people.
The population is crudely divided into two age
classes, children and adults, and the different epidemic
scenarios associated with ‘‘diseases of development’’ are
attributed to the interactions between these classes.
Individuals below 2 years of age belong to the
‘‘children’s’’ age-class, while individuals above 2 years
of age are deﬁned as the ‘‘adult’’-class. The division was
chosen because, as discussed earlier, the average age of
poliovirus infection was likely to be 2 years in the more
developed countries in the late 1800’s and also a good
reﬂection of that found in many developing countries
(Sutter et al., 1999; Melnick, 1994). Note that the exact
age itself is to some extent arbitrary—the main goal is to
divide the population into two reasonably representative
age classes.
Extending the notation to include two age classes, we
let S c , I c , Rc , and Sa , I a , Ra represent the susceptible,
infective and recovered groups for children and adults,
respectively. The full model may be written as follows:


dS c
bcc
bca
¼ mN  a þ m þ
Ic þ
I a Sc ,
dt
Nc
Nc


dS a
b
b
¼ aSc  m þ aa I a þ ac I c Sa ,
dt
Na
Na


dI c
bcc
b
¼
I c þ ca I a S c  ðgc þ a þ mÞI c ,
dt
Nc
Nc


dI a
bac
baa
¼
Ic þ
I a S a  ðga þ mÞI a þ aI c ,
dt
Na
Na
dRc
¼ gc I c  mRc  aRc ,
dt
dRa
¼ ga I a  mRa þ aRc .
ð1Þ
dt
The structure of the model (see Fig. 4) and its
parameters were decided upon as follows. Firstly, the
populations birth and mortality rates are taken to be the
1
same and set at m ¼ 50
¼ 0:02 (year1), based on the fact
that the average lifespan at the beginning of the 20th
century was approximately 50 years. As it takes 2 years
from birth to pass from the children’s age class to the
adult age class, the transition rate is set as a ¼ 12 ¼ 0:5.
The infective periods1 of children and adults are 10 and
1
The infection of children is associated with minor illness which lasts
8–10 days (WHO, 1993) and is nonparalytical and often inapparent.
Minor illness is often absent for adolescent and adult cases of
poliomyelitis (Sutter et al., 1999) and the major illness is approximately
20 days (WHO, 1993).
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Fig. 4. Schematical view of transition between disease stages (see text).

20 days, respectively, which leads to recovery rates of
gc ¼ 36ð¼ 360=10Þ for children and ga ¼ 18 for adults.
Note that since the disease duration (average E10–20
days) is relatively small compared to the transition time
from the child to adult age-class (2 years), the ageing
parameter a appearing in the transition from the
infective class I c to I a may for all practical purposes
be neglected.
Susceptible children and adults become infected
through the usual contact process at rates governed by
the random mixing between the different classes. For a
multiple age class system, it is usual to let bij be the
number of susceptible contacts in age-class-i, which
become infected due to direct disease transmission from
an infective in age-class-j. One may think of bij as
bij ¼ cj pij , where pij is the probability of an infection
being transmitted from age-class-j to a susceptible in
age-class-i, and cj is the number of contacts made by
members of group-j. Following Jacquez et al. (1995), we
note that infectives in age class-j make bij I j contacts
with members of class-i that lead to infections. Of all
these infective contacts, bij I j S i =N i are made with
susceptibles in class-i. In our particular case, the rate
of susceptible children becoming infected can be found
by summing over the two classes to obtain
Sc
ðb I c þ bca I a Þ.
N c cc
Likewise the rate of susceptible adults becoming
infected is
Sa
ðb I a þ bac I c Þ.
N a aa
These last terms explain the transmission rates
appearing in Eq. (1).
It is useful to deﬁne:
N c ¼ S c þ I c þ Rc ,
N a ¼ S a þ I a þ Ra ,
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which are the total numbers of children and adults in the
full population. As the birth and death rates ðmÞ are set
equal, summing all six equations in Eq. (1) retrieves the
relation that the total population N ¼ N c þ N a has
zero growth rate dN=dt ¼ 0, implying that for all time:
N ¼ constant:
As such, the last equation in Eq. (1) is taken to be
redundant since Ra can always be obtained through the
equation:
Ra ¼ N  S c  I c  Rc  S a  I a .
We thus need only examine a system of ﬁve nonlinear
ﬁrst-order differential equations.
Eq. (1) may be normalized by taking all variables as
ﬁxed proportions of the population N, and introducing
the dashed variables:

As newborns are not exposed to infections there are no
recovered individuals and Rc ¼ Ra ¼ 0. Inserting these
values into the Jacobian of Appendix A, yields the
matrix J having ﬁve eigenvalues, three of which are
negative: l1;2 ¼ a  m, l3 ¼ m. The remaining two
eigenvalues are solutions of the determinental equation:



 bcc  gc  m  l
bca


 ¼ 0.

bac
baa  ga  m  l 

This is a simple quadratic in l, and the necessary and
sufﬁcient condition for the eigenvalues to have negative
real parts is that the following two inequalities are
satisﬁed:
bcc þ baa  2m  gc  ga o0,

(4a)

ðbcc  gc  mÞðbaa  ga  mÞ  bca bac 40.

(4b)

S 0c ¼

Sc
Ic
Rc
Sc
; I 0c ¼ ; R0c ¼
; S0a ¼ ,
N
N
N
N
I
R
N
Na
a
a
c
I 0a ¼ ; R0a ¼
; N 0c ¼
; N 0a ¼
.
ð2Þ
N
N
N
N
Rewriting the equations in these new variables (2) and
dropping dashes gives:


dS c
b
b
¼ m  a þ m þ cc I c þ ca I a S c ,
dt
N cc
Nc


dS a
baa
bac
¼ aSc  m þ
Ia þ
I c Sa ,
dt
Na
Na


dI c
bcc
bca
¼
Ic þ
I a S c  ðgc þ mÞI c ,
dt
Nc
Nc


dI a
bac
baa
¼
Ic þ
I a S a  ðga þ mÞI a ,
dt
Na
Na
dRc
¼ gc I c  ða þ mÞRc .
ð3Þ
dt
with

The two latter conditions ((4a) and (4b)) are thus the
necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for local stability of
the infection free equilibrium state.
As an example, Fig. 5 plots the bcc  baa parameter
space at which the infection free equilibrium is stable
under the constraint that bca ¼ bac ¼ 10. As Fig. 5
shows, for this particular case, the ﬁrst constraint (4a) is
redundant while the second (4b), the shaded region fully
deﬁnes the locally stable regime.
An equivalent approach for determining the stability
of the infection-free equilibrium may be obtained by
calculating the so-called ‘‘next generation matrix’’ A.
Beginning with a vector v of infecteds in the two classes
(children/adults), one can ﬁnd the number of newly
infected individuals in the next generation in the two
classes via:
"
#
R0cc R0ca
0
v ¼
v ¼ Av.
R0ac R0aa

N ¼ N c þ N a ¼ 1.

As shown in Appendix B, the next generation matrix
A has entries:

The models’ equilibria are found by setting all rates of
Eq. (3) to zero and solving the resulting equations. The
stability of the equilibria may be determined from
analysing the eigenvalues of the Jacobian J (given in
Appendix A) when evaluated at equilibrium. Any
equilibrium will be asymptotically (locally) stable only
if the real parts of all eigenvalues of J are negative.

3. Equilibrium and stability analysis
The above model has an ‘‘infection-free’’ equilibrium
in which I c ¼ I a ¼ 0. Substituting these values into Eq.
(3) one ﬁnds that the population consists entirely of
susceptible individuals:
m
a
; S a ¼ N a ¼
.
S c ¼ N c ¼
aþm
aþm

R0cc ¼ bcc =ðgc þ mÞ;
R0ca ¼ bca =ðga þ mÞ;

R0aa ¼ baa =ðga þ mÞ,
R0ac ¼ bac =ðgc þ mÞ.

These expressions are based on the total amount of
infections caused by each class over the lifetime of the
infection. For example, R0ca represents the average
number of secondary infections in the subpopulation of
children produced by an adult infective per unit time.
The reproductive number R0 is the dominant eigenvalue
of the next generation matrix A, and the infection free
equilibrium is stable if
R0 o1.

(5a)

Such a condition implies that on average each infection
gives rise to less than one new infection in the next
generation and therefore the disease must eventually
die out.
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Fig. 5. Schematical view of stability boundaries for infection free equilibrium. The adult contact rate baa is given on the horizontal axis while the
child contact rate bcc is given on the vertical axis. The points B1 ¼ 15:24 (for baa ) and B2 ¼ 30:47 (for bcc ) are critical contact rates calculated from
Eq. (4b). The model parameters used are bac ¼ bca ¼ 10, m ¼ 0:02, a ¼ 0:5, gc ¼ 36 and ga ¼ 18.

The dominant eigenvalue of A can be found from the
characteristic equation
R20  ðR0cc þ R0aa ÞR0 þ R0cc R0aa  R0ca R0ac ¼ 0
and so
R0 ¼


qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
ðR0cc þ R0aa Þ þ ðR0cc  R0aa Þ2 þ 4R0ca R0ac .
2
(5b)

It can be shown that R0 o1 is equivalent to the result
found from the eigenvalues analysis (conditions (4a) and
(4b)) above. For example, the condition reproduces the
borders of the stability curve in Fig. 5. Note that if
R0ac ¼ R0ca ¼ 0, one sees easily from condition (5) that
the system will be stable if both R0cc o1 and R0aa o1, a
feature we will see again below.

4. A simpliﬁed model
It is difﬁcult to gain any further analytical insights
into the dynamics of Eq. (3) directly. However, it is
possible to examine the case bca ¼ bac ¼ 0 where there is
no signiﬁcant contact between child and adult age
classes. This is a reasonable ﬁrst approximation that
allows us to make important analytical insights regarding the mechanism underlying the model’s dynamics.

Eq. (3) becomes:


dSc
b
¼ m  a þ m þ cc I c S c ,
dt
Nc


dSa
baa
¼ aS c  m þ
I a Sa ,
dt
Na
dI c bcc
¼
I c Sc  ðgc þ mÞI c ,
dt
Nc
dI a baa
¼
I a Sa  ðgA þ mÞI a ,
dt
Na
dRc
¼ gc I c  ða þ mÞRc ,
dt

ð6Þ

with
N c þ N a ¼ 1.
The ODE system (6) has four equilibria which may be
found by setting all rates in Eq. (6) to zero. There are
four possible equilibrium solutions E1, E2, E3 and E4
and these are given in full in Table 1. As can be found by
summing separately over each age class in Eq. (6), all
equilibria have the property that:
N c ¼

m
;
aþm

N a ¼

a
,
aþm

where N c and N a represent the equilibrium value of N c
and N a , respectively.
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Table 1
The four equilibrium solution for the system (3)

E1

Sc

Sa

I c

I a

c

a

m
aþm
ðm þ gc ÞN c
bcc
m
aþm

a
aþm
ðm þ gc ÞN a
bcc
ðm þ ga ÞN a
baa
ðm þ ga ÞN a
baa

0

0

0

0

m
m

ðm þ gc Þ bcc

0

gc I c
aþm
0

gc N a
aþm
ga I a
m
aRc þ ga I a
m

N c ¼

E2
E3

N a ¼

ðm þ gc ÞN c
bcc

E4

0
m
m

ðm þ gc Þ bcc

The stability properties of the equilibria are now
examined in turn.
E1: The ‘‘infection-free’’ equilibrium in which I c ¼

I a ¼ 0 (see Table 1). From the Jacobian (Appendix A)
one ﬁnds that the equilibrium is asymptotically stable
only if the basic reproduction numbers satisfy:
R0cc ¼

bcc
o1
m þ gc

and

R0aa ¼

baa
o1.
m þ ga

bcc
41
m þ gc

and

R0aa ¼

bcc
o1
m þ gc

and

R0aa ¼

baa ðm þ gc Þ
o1.
bcc ðm þ ga Þ

(8)

baa
41.
m þ ga

(9)
I a 40

Here the condition R0aa 41 corresponds to
(see
Table 1).
E4: The ‘‘epidemic equilibrium’’ where both children
and adult equilibrium populations are positive I c 40
and I a 40. The conditions for a locally stable equilibrium are:
R0cc ¼

bcc
41
m þ gc

and

R0aa ¼

baa ðm þ gc Þ
41.
bcc ðm þ ga Þ

(10)

Conditions (7)–(10) can be summarized in terms of the
critical values for the contact rate:
bycc ¼ m þ gc for all equilibria;
8
for E1 and E3 ;
>
< m þ ga
byaa ¼

m þ ga
>
: m þ g bcc
c

for E2 and E4 :

gc I c
aþm

(i)
cc

E2

E4

(1)

†

cc
(2)
E1

Note that the condition R0cc 41 corresponds exactly to
the condition that I c 40, as can be seen by referring to
Table 1.
E3: The equilibrium with I c ¼ 0; all other subpopulations have positive equilibrium (see Table 1). The
equilibrium is locally stable if:
R0cc ¼


1
1

mN a
ðm þ ga Þ baa


ðm þ gc Þ
1

mN a
bcc ðm þ ga Þ baa

(7)

Note that this is identical to Eq. (4b) for the parameters
used here.
E2: The equilibrium in which I a ¼ 0; all other
subpopulations have positive equilibrium values (see
Table 1). The equilibrium is found to be locally stable if:
R0cc ¼



(ii)

E3

0
†

aa

aa

Fig. 6. Schematical view of boundaries of stability for each of the four
equilibria E1, E2, E3, E4 with bac ¼ bca ¼ 0. The adult contact rate baa
is given on the horizontal axis while the child contact rate bcc is given
on the vertical axis. The critical contact rates ðbyaa ; bycc Þ, divide the
parameter space into four regions in which each of the equilibrium
points are locally stable. The diagonal line dividing regions E2 and E4
derives from condition (11). As discussed in the text, a change in
contact rate may cause a switch between equilibria and lead to
epidemic outbreak. The dotted and dashed lines illustrate how changes
in contact rate result in a transition from equilibrium E2 to E3 (points
1–42, or I–4ii).

Note that for the model parameters used here: bycc ¼
36:02 (for all equilibria) and byaa ¼ 18:02 (for E1 and E3).
These critical values divide the bcc  baa parameter
space into four different regions that specify where each
equilibrium is stable.
E1 : bcc obycc
E2 : bcc 4bycc
E3 : bcc obycc
E4 : bcc 4bycc

baa obyaa ,
m þ ga
baa o
b ,
m þ gc cc
baa 4byaa ,
m þ ga
baa 4
b .
m þ gc cc

ð11Þ

The four regions of stability are shown schematically in
Fig. 6. This should be compared to Fig. 5 calculated for
the special case bca ¼ bac ¼ 10. Note how the regime of
the infection free equilibrium remains qualitatively
similar indicating the model analysis has a good degree
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of robustness even though it is based on the restriction
bca ¼ bac ¼ 0.

5. Threshold effects in the simpliﬁed model
The above model offers an explanation for the
unusual transition seen in Fig. 1 with regard to paralytic
cases of polio, and more generally with regard to
‘‘diseases of development’’. Fig. 1 shows that before the
20th century relatively few cases of polio were observed,
while after 1906 there is a sustained epidemic of the
disease. This may be understood in light of the model’s
different equilibria. It is believed that the pre-epidemic
period was characterized by a relatively high contact
rate among children. In particular, children under 2
years of age create a microenvironment of less than
optimal hygiene within the family and within daycare
settings, readily facilitating fecal–oral and oral–oral
(mouth–ﬁngers–mouth) transmission (WHO, 1993). The
spreading of the poliovirus between families was also
intensive with multiple families often sharing the same
toilets or privies (Melnick and Ledinko, 1953). As the
disease spread among children in this period, we assume
that R0cc 41 (or equivalently bcc 4bycc ). On the other
hand, since the adult population had a minor impact on
the disease transmission, with very few paralytic cases it
can be assumed that R0aa o1 (or equivalently baa obyaa ).
The above parameter range corresponds to stable
equilibrium E2 with I c 40 and I a ¼ 0, while all other
equilibria are unstable.
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Fig. 7 shows a typical simulation in this parameter
range where the children’s contact rate bcc ¼ 90 is larger
than the critical threshold level ðbycc ¼ 32:02Þ, while
baa ¼ 40 is less than critical level for E2 in Eq. (8)
ðbyaa ¼ 40:0278Þ. Similar results are obtained for smaller
values of baa , as long as they are less than the critical
value. The infection in the adult population reaches
extinction while the number of infected children attains
a positive endemic level. Both from Table 1 and the
numerical simulation, it is evident that model populations converge to the stable equilibrium:
E2 : S c ¼ 0:0355; S a ¼ 0:3550,
I c ¼ 0:0003; I a ¼ 0,
Rc ¼ 0:0554;

Ra ¼ 0:5538.

Immune adults in the recovered group Ra are much
greater in number than in all other groups. This is
because nearly all children become immune after
infection, and pass to the recovered group (ﬁrst to Rc
and later to Ra) where they enjoy long life immunity to
poliovirus. Although the number of susceptible adults is
appreciable, it is less than that required to generate an
epidemic in the adult population.
As already discussed, in the late 19th and at the
beginning of the 20th century various noteworthy
improvements in hygiene took place. The most prominent development was the separation of central sewage
from drinking water. These improvements led to the
creation of a cleaner environment greatly reducing
the probability of becoming infected at an early age.

x 10-4
8

Proportion of Infective

6

↓Ic

4

2

↓Ia
0
0

4

8

time (years)
Fig. 7. Time-series of infectious population when I c 40 and I a ¼ 0 (E2) with bcc ¼ 90, baa ¼ 40, bac ¼ bca ¼ 0). The simulation uses the standard
model parameters with m ¼ 0:02, a ¼ 0:5, gc ¼ 36 and ga ¼ 18.
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In Fig. 6, we designate an analogous transition in terms
of the model parameters at point (i) with bcc 4bycc to
parameters at point (ii) with bcc obycc . The transition
reﬂects a signiﬁcant reduction in the children’s contact
rate for a given adult contact rate baa 4byaa . As Fig. 6
shows, moving from point (i) to (ii) corresponds to
passing from equilibrium E2 to E3. With the reduction in
the disease transmission rate bcc , the number of
susceptible children is able to grow eventually building
up a larger pool of susceptible adults.
Fig. 8 shows the model’s dynamics when the
children’s contact rate is decreased from bcc ¼ 160 to
bcc ¼ 16, and the system moves from E2 to E3. When the
susceptible adults reach a critical level, an outbreak
occurs and the number of infected adults increases
dramatically. Note that during the epidemic, the
infectives can reach to some 4–5% of the population
and a large number of paralytic cases can be expected.
These results are in line with the situation observed in
Fig. 1 after 1906 where major outbreaks in the United
States were caused by a gradual increase of susceptible
adults reaching a critical mass by 1906 (Sutter et al.,
1999). Returning to the model simulation in Fig. 8, one
sees that after the epidemic the populations reach the
stable equilibrium:
E3 : S c ¼ 0:0294;
I a ¼ 0:0006;

S a ¼ 0:4373;

Rc ¼ 0;

At this equilibrium there are no infected or recovered
children. Thus no children have immunity and move on
to leave a large susceptible adult population whose
individuals have never been exposed to polio.
To demonstrate that this behavior is not an artifact of
the assumption that contact rates between child and
adult groups are negligible, the simulation was repeated
for the full model with bca ¼ bac ¼ 10. The model’s
dynamics are displayed in Fig. 9 and there are no
qualitative differences from that seen in Fig. 8. In short
the results appear to be reasonably robust to the
simpliﬁcations used as was conﬁrmed from a wide range
of similar comparative tests.

6. Indirect poliovirus transmission via environmental
factors
The SIR model is based on the conventional direct
transmission route of diseases in well mixed populations
where infections are passed on through random contact
between susceptible and infected individuals. This is
controlled by the contact rates ðbij Þ in Eq. (6), which in
the main, covers direct disease transmission through the
oral–oral and fecal–oral routes. However, poliomyelitis
is also transmitted indirectly through a common vehicle
or via the surrounding environment without direct
contact (e.g. via sewage, food, water).

I c ¼ 0,

Ra ¼ 0:5327.
0.7

Proportion of individuals

0.5

βcc =160←

→βcc =16
←Sa

0.3

Ia→

0.1

↓Sc

↓Ic
0

200

240

280

time (years)
Fig. 8. Time series of susceptible (dashed line) and infectious (solid and dotted lines) population. The simulation begins with all subpopulations at
values given by E2 (I c 40 and I a ¼ 0, bcc ¼ 160, baa ¼ 40, bac ¼ bca ¼ 0). At t ¼ 220 the contact rate bcc ¼ 160 was intentionally reduced to bcc ¼ 16
where the population trajectories are attracted to E3 (I c ¼ 0 and I a 40). In the process a polio outbreak is triggered at t ¼ 270 (to aid visualization we
have scaled infectives by a factor of three). Parameters as in Fig. 7.
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Proportion of individuals

0.3

←Sa

βcc =160←

→βcc =16

0.1

←Ia

↓Sc
0
200

220

240

time (years)
Fig. 9. Time series of susceptible (dashed lines) and infectious (solid and dotted lines) population. The simulation begins with all subpopulations at
equilibrium (I c ¼ 0:125 and I a ¼ 0, bcc ¼ 160, baa ¼ 40, bac ¼ bca ¼ 0). At t ¼ 220 the contact rate bcc ¼ 160 was intentionally reduced to bcc ¼ 16
where the population triggered to polio outbreak is at t ¼ 235 (To aid visualization we have scaled infectives by a factor of three). Other parameters
as in Fig. 7.

The parameter  may be used to investigate the
inﬂuence of such an ‘‘environmental factor’’. As seen in
Fig. 4 the environmental factor is modeled by allowing
susceptible individuals to pass directly to the infected
stage at the rate S, without requiring contact with
infective individuals. After incorporating  to Eq. (6),
the model becomes:


dS c
bcc
¼m þaþmþ
I c Sc ,
dt
Nc


dS a
baa
¼ aSc   þ m þ
I a Sa ,
dt
Na


dI c
b
¼  þ cc I c Sc  ðgc þ a þ mÞI c ,
dt
Nc


dI a
b
¼  þ aa I a Sa  ðga þ mÞI a þ aI c ,
dt
Na
dRc
¼ gc I c  ða þ mÞRc .
ð12Þ
dt
The parameter  allows provision for a clean environment
with  ¼ 0, or a hostile environment with 40 in which
there might be low hygiene, poor living conditions and
large families. It is assumed that  is large in undeveloped
societies and tends to decrease with development.
Fig. 10 graphs the infected equilibrium numbers I c
and I a as a function of . The ﬁgure makes clear that the
equilibrium number of infected adults increases as the
environment becomes cleaner (i.e.  reduces), as
predicted for diseases of development. When infection

through the environmental routes increase (i.e. 
increases) the equilibrium number of infected children
increases, thereby providing greater immunity to these
individuals as adults, again as expected for diseases of
development.
The inﬂuence of  on the equilibrium populations can
also be predicted qualitatively with a simple perturbation technique. Firstly, deﬁne the equilibrium solution
of Eq. (12) when  ¼ 0 as ðS c0 ; S a0 ; I c0 ; I a0 Þ. Now for
small 40, the equilibrium solution is
S c ðÞ ¼ S c0 þ Dsc ðÞ S a ðÞ ¼ S a0 þ Dsa ðÞ
I c ðÞ ¼ I c0 þ Dic ðÞ I a ðÞ ¼ I a0 þ Dia ðÞ,

ð13Þ

where Dsc , Dsa , Dic , Dia are relatively small perturbations.
After inserting Eq. (13) into ODE system (12), and
eliminating second-order effects one ﬁnds:
Dsc / ,
Dic / ,
Dia / .
Therefore, if  increases then (a) DiC , the number of
infected children, must also increase; and (b) Dia , the
number of infected adults, must decrease, conﬁrming the
trends seen in Fig. 10.
Another effect of the environmental parameter may
be seen in Fig. 11 where the model has been simulated
with three different values of . When  is small
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1

1.2

environmental factor
Fig. 10. Equilibrium numbers of infective individuals I c (dashed line) and I a (solid line) as a function of the environmental factor e. Parameters for
simulation use are as in Fig. 7.

( ¼ 0:0002, i.e. in a very clean environment), there is a
strong outbreak in the adult population I a . As 
increases ð ¼ 0:3Þ the outbreaks become severely
damped or even non-existent. This is once again a
feature of ‘‘diseases of development’’, i.e. only at higher
level of industrial and social development (when 
decreases) can large outbreaks take place.
The latter phenomenon can be explained in terms of
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of system (12) about
equilibrium. For the large parameter ranges examined
here, at most two eigenvalues were found to have
imaginary components. The positive imaginary component is plotted as a function of  in Fig. 12. The existence
of the imaginary components in the eigenvalues is of
great signiﬁcance because it causes oscillations (i.e.
epidemics) in the time dependent graph of infectives (see
Fig. 11). Fig. 12 shows that there is another interesting
threshold effect. When  is larger than the critical value
c ¼ 0:008, all eigenvalues lack an imaginary component
and thus epidemics are inhibited. This has the very
interesting and counterintuitive interpretation that in
developing countries the substantial indirect transmission routes can actually serve to prevent outbreaks.

7. Discussion
The above model offers an explanation for the
extraordinary jump in the number of paralytic polio

cases that emerged at the beginning of the 20th century
and the epidemics that followed with development. As
Fig. 1 shows, the increase in cases appears to be similar
to a threshold effect, a feature which is intrinsic to the
epidemic model outlined here. The threshold is shown to
be a speciﬁc outcome of an interplay between the
dynamics of the two age classes within the population
and governed by the contact rates within each class.
With development, improvements in sanitation reduced
the transmissibility of the disease. As such, children were
no longer exposed to the polio virus at an early age, and
thus remained susceptible to the disease as older
children or even adults. This led to the transformation
of polio from endemic to epidemic in the early 20th
century. The mechanism has some similarity to the
‘‘honeymoon period’’ that is observed after mass
vaccinations in which a decrease of cases is observed
whilst a reservoir of susceptibles builds up slowly in the
population (Scherer and McLean, 2002). When susceptibles eventually reach a critical level, an epidemic
outbreak is triggered. The analogy with polio is through
sanitation which acts to create a slow build up of
unexposed children and thus susceptible adults.
Previous theoretical discussions of polio usually
framed the disease dynamics in terms of the average
age of infection in the population (Hillis, 1979;
Anderson and May, 1991). As the average age of
infection rises, those who acquire the infection are older
and, having a larger case:incidence ratio, are more prone
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Fig. 11. Time series of infectious adults ðI a Þ with  ¼ 0:0002 (dotted line),  ¼ 0:0013 (solid line) and  ¼ 0:3 (dashed line). The simulation uses the
standard model parameters with contact rates bcc ¼ 32, baa ¼ 73.

imagenary part of Eigenvalues
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1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

0.01

Environmental factor, ε.
Fig. 12. Graph of eigenvalues’s imaginary part ImðlÞ as function of environmental factor .

to paralysis and serious medical complications. However, this view does not in itself explain the nonequilibrium epidemic dynamics nor the threshold
phenomenon. The two age-class model described here
is able to reproduce epidemic dynamics without even
needing to take into account that the case:incidence
ratio increases with age—something that is in any case
controversial (Nathanson and Martin, 1979; Sabin,
1981). Finally, the model gives an explanation based
solely on the contact rate parameters of the various

subpopulations. This seems to be preferable to compound variables such as the age at ﬁrst infection which is
a complex composite index that summarises the state of
severable variables.
More recent attempts at understanding poliomyelitis
have led to the development of the exposure intensity
polio model (Nielsen et al., 2001). According to this
theory, the severity of infectious polio disease depends
on intensity of exposure. Thus when an infectee brings
polio into the home, close and constant contact with
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other family members, especially younger brothers and
sisters, can lead to severe and often paralytic cases.
Nielsen et al. (2001) argue that this helps explain the
puzzling rise in the number of younger children found
paralyzed in the 1950s. Future directions in modeling
diseases such as polio might beneﬁt by combining the
exposure intensity polio model with spatially structured
population networks (e.g. the household models of
Becker and Dietz (1995), or small world models of
Watts and Strogatz (1998)). The effects of social
structures (Keeling et al., 1997) and localized population
aggregations will no doubt have signiﬁcant impact on
disease transmission.
Of course, in this particular fascinating story of the
poliovirus, we cannot forget that with development also
came vaccinations. With the widespread introduction of
inactivated polio vaccines (IPV) in 1955, the phenomenon of massive paralytical outbreaks appeared to come
to an end. In 1961, an oral polio vaccine (OPV) became
available. It soon became the vaccine of choice for the
control of polio and led to the idea that the disease of
poliomyelitis could be totally eradicated. In 1988, the
World Health Organization (WHO) resolved to embark
on a campaign to eradicate polio from the world by 2000
(World Health Assembly, 1988). Although the goal was
not achieved by 2000, polio cases have dropped by 95%
around the world and a new deadline has been set to
eradicate polio by 2005 (WHO, 2003). Nevertheless
there is speculation that this deadline may be somewhat optimistic (Heymann et al., 2005) and complete
eradication of polio might not yet be within grasp, or
might even be impossible. While these eradication
deadlines are being set, new and severe epidemic
outbreaks of polio are taking place in Nigeria raising
the possibility of a continent-wide disaster in Africa
(Roberts, 2004).
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Appendix A
The Jacobian J is obtained by linearizing Eq. (3)
about equilibrium, and is used for studying the local

stability of
0
a11
B a
B
B
a
J¼B
B 31
B 0
@
0

the system. A calculation shows that
1
0 a13 a14
a15
a22 a23 a24
0 C
C
C
0 a33 a34
a35 C
C
a42 a43 a44
0 C
A
0
gc
0 a  m

a11 ¼ a  m  a31 ,
b I  S b I  b I  S b I 
a31 ¼  cc c 2 c þ cc  c  ca a 2 c þ ca  a ,
Nc
Nc
ðN c Þ
ðN c Þ
a22 ¼ m  a42;
b I  S b I  b I  S b I 
a42 ¼  aa a 2 a þ aa  a  ac c 2 a þ ac  c ,
Na
Na
ðN a Þ
ðN a Þ
a13 ¼

bcc I c S c bcc Sc

;
N c
ðN c Þ2

a33 ¼ gc  m  a13 ;
a14 ¼ 

bac I c S a bac S a

,
N a
ðN a Þ2

a34 ¼ a23 ,

bca S c bca I a Sc
þ
;
N c
ðN c Þ2

a34 ¼ a14 ;
a15 ¼

a23 ¼

a24 ¼

baa I a S a baa Sa

,
N a
ðN a Þ2

a44 ¼ ga  m  a24 ,

bcc I c S c bca I a S c
þ
;
ðN c Þ2
ðN c Þ2

a35 ¼ a15 .

Appendix B
The next generation matrix is found following the
recipe given in Van den Driessche and Watmough
(2002). Let Fi be the rate of appearance of new infections
in compartment i, V þ
be the rate of transfer of
i
individuals by all other means, and V 
i be the rate of
transfer of individuals out of compartment i. One can
write Eqs. (3) in the form
dxi
¼ f i ðxÞ ¼ F i ðxÞ  V i ðxÞ,
dt
þ
where V i ¼ V 
i  V i . In the case of Eqs. (3), the vector
F ¼ ðF i Þ and V ¼ ðV i Þ can be written as
F ¼ ½0; 0; ðbcc =N c I c þ bca =N c I a ÞS c ,
ðbac =N a I c þ baa =N a I a ÞS a ; 0 ,
V ¼ ½a þ m þ bcc =N c I c þ bca =N c I a ÞS c ,
 aSc þ ðm þ baa =N a I a þ bac =N a I c ÞS a ,
ðgc þ mÞI c ; ðga þ mÞI a ; gc I c þ ða þ mÞRc .
For the infection free equilibrium, we focus on the
variables I c and I a since they are both zero at
equilibrium. Now form the matrix of partial derivatives
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(evaluated at equilibrium) with respect to I c and I a in
the third and fourth components of the vector F (and V )
giving the matrix P (and Q).
"
#
"
#
0
bcc bca
gc þ m
P¼
; Q¼
.
0
ga þ m
bac baa
The next generation matrix is deﬁned as (Van den
Driessche and Watmough, 2002):
"
#"
#
bcc bca
1=ðgc þ mÞ
0
1
PQ ¼
0
1=ðga þ mÞ
bac baa
#
"
# "
bcc =ðgc þ mÞ bca =ðga þ mÞ
R0cc R0ca
¼
.
¼
bac =ðgc þ mÞ baa =ðga þ mÞ
R0ac R0aa
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